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Congratulations on your new love – your new plant! Maybe 
you fell for it because of its tough leaves or maybe you were 
attracted by its beautiful flowers or funny shape. But judging 
your plant solely on its appearance is just superficial: a plant 
is so much more than beauty alone. Plants emit oxygen, clean 
the air and take the stress out of your body. They also combat 
dry air, make your skin supple and do your heart good. These 
green housemates even ensure that you will recover more 
quickly if you fall ill. 

This plant book will show you the best way to handle your 
house plant. In six chapters, we will cover the six phases that a 
love relationship usually goes through: what happens in each 
stage and how you can deal with it. We will give you the best 
tips on how to take care of your house plant. Because if you 
take care of your plant, it will take care of you. 

Looking after each other in the long-term means a little give 
and take. When you think about it, your relationship with your 
plant barely differs from the relationship with your loved one. 
If you can find a beautiful balance – watering it when you’re 
not in the mood, accepting that it can’t always have the best 
spot in the house – then something beautiful will blossom 
between you, and it will last a lifetime.
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For hours, you lie staring at 
each other. Your eyes wander 
slowly along its stems; every 
day, you discover new veins 
that you find more beautiful, 
sweet and endearing. You 
are in Phase 1 of your 
relationship: you are in love. 
Slowly, you get to know each 
other’s character and how 
best you can complement 
each other. And you discover 
what your new sweetheart 
needs most: water, fertiliser, 
light, air and love. FaLLING

in love 

phase
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The Diva just loves to show off her magnificent 

flowers. She attracts attention like a glamorous 

supermodel would, with confidence and 

perfection. However, once she withers, little is 

left of her beauty and then it’s simply a case of 

waiting until she decides to show her best side 

again. Only those who know how to pamper 

her will see her return to her full glory. 

And then there are the good-time divas. Just 

one night of pleasure and things will never 

be the same again. But don’t keep hoping for 

a second chance with Poinsettia, Primrose, 

Peperomia or Pansy. You will be disappointed. 

The Rock has it all. Born with magnificently-formed leaves and 

embellished with distinctive patterns, this Adonis won’t wrinkle 

or fade – it just gets more and more beautiful with the years. 

What’s more, you can completely trust the Rock – and the 

longer you’re with it, the more it bursts with pride. And all that 

in exchange for a stable home life and regular care. 

You will never hear the Rock complain, but that’s also its weak 

point. It won’t readily admit that it’s not having a good time 

but will just keep trudging on until suddenly – after months of 

neglect – its reserves dry up and it throws in the towel.

The Lone Ranger can take care of itself and 

can last for weeks on end without any care. In 

fact, it would rather be left to its own devices. 

It uses its thick shield to keep enemies – such 

as the hot sun and dry air – at bay. While its 

hefty knapsack contains enough supplies for 

it to survive on its own for a very long time. 

Now and then, however, someone has to be 

there to organise the little oasis it’s created 

for itself. If not, the Lone Ranger will also die – 

suddenly and without warning.

THE FLoWErING TyPE > 
The Diva

THE LEaFy TyPE >   
The Rock 

THE suCCuLENTs >   
The Lone RangeR 

your NEW LovE
What type of plant have you brought home with 
you and are your personalities and looks even 
compatible? In this chapter, we will help you 
answer this and also explain the basics of caring 
for your house plant. Let’s begin by distinguishing 
three different types: the flowering type, the leafy 
type and the succulents. 
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The Rock

WHo Is your 
NEW LovE?

Is your new love a Diva, a Lone ranger or a rock? 
Take this quiz to find out. you can also read more 
about which plants you’re most compatible with 
from page 126 onwards.

Have you just bought 
your plant or had one 
given to you? 

Go to the store.

Does it need 
water now 
and again?

Did you know that 
plastic is bad for 
the environment?

Are there 
flowers on it?

Are the leaves long 
or wide and big 
and beautiful?

Does your plant 
look shabby 
without flowers?

Does the plant have 
thick fleshy leaves or 
any spines?

Can you get away 
without watering 
it for weeks?

The Lone Ranger 

The Diva
Are there 
buds on it?


